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Since I am already willing to admit that T. s. Eliot's 
!Q!:!! Quartets is one of the great poems of the English 
language, of Vhat possible use is the critique which I have 
.undertaken? As a statement of my intention, I would like 
to borrow the words of R. P. Blackmur, Who has described the 
pUcrpose of critical reading so succinctLya 
The. whole thing increases in ambiguity 
the more it is analyzed,. but if the poem 
is read over after ana·lysi.&,. it Will be' 
seen that in � � tJ:ie language is 
perfectly precise. In its own words it 
is clear, and becomes vague in analysis 
only because the analysis is not the 
poem. We use analysis properly in order 
to discard it and retyrn that much better 
equipped to the poem. · 
To use Eliot's own phrase from the poem, the purpose of this 
paper is to return to the place from which I started and to 
know it for the first time. Only in analysis does the poem 
truly spring to life, and only in its own words is the poem 
truly itself, truly beautiful. The prolonged and concen­
trated effort of my critical reading of the � Qua·rtets 
over the past year has made me familiar with several aspects 
of the poem, but this familiarity makes the poem even more 
complex. To me, this is one assurance of its greatness• 
that familiarity is not complete knowledge, but potential 
. .. � 
' 
�or new meaning . 
' 
The act of reading a poem is at once a 
triumph and a failure, a paradox which I readily aeeept. 
If there.is no perfect poem , as Blackmur• says elsewhere , 
then there· certainly is no perfect analysis of a poem. In 
the following exegesis I am fully aware that in d•fining tile 
poem in terms of one theme which I have· tried to trace 
through it--namely; man's image in and out of time--! have 
severely limited the eomplexi ty of the � Quartets 
. 
.- I am 
· al� conscious that in making a positive statement of theme, 
I am negating, to a certain extent , the. presence of�·other 
themes . I have felt the constant deflation of this awareness 
" 
' 
in my reading . ·  In trying to avoid over-defining the poem,· 
:r tend to be abstract- . 1· do· not exmia·f! this faul tr r .merely 
present the extenuating circumstances . This paper marks 
only the beginning o f  a long association with; the po� for me • 
I hope it will be taken in the full sense of an introduction , 
not as a summary or substitute, W"'One o f  the many facets Of 
an intricate work of art . If this analysis is used at all, 
it must be used "properly , "  as Blacmmur says. 
I 
"Burnt Norton" is dominated by one of Eliot• s nllst:�· fanous 
metaphors , "the still point of the turning world . "  It.would 
be.futile for me to attempt to explicate it again within the 
context of this paper , since the notion of the " sti ll noving" 
' ., .:.''-"" .. ".: ;: _-,._-· _. 
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has been so beautifully explained by Murray Krieger in his 
e115ay on the Ekprastic ,Principle,. 2 I will chQOse a simpla,r 
ta-sk, relying on Mr. Krieger•a insight to relate the notion _ 
of the ekphrast.ic to my own act. ,of reading. Obviously, the 
chief theme of t.he first quartet is t.ime, or rat.her, man in 
t.ime. Eliot's use of time must always contain some slight 
irony, since poetry, his medium, has traditionally been 
considered one of the temporal arts, as opposed to sculpture 
or painting, the spatial arts. The poet who chooses t.ime 
as his metaphor is relying partially on the temporal pzo-
greasion of the poem for his effect, to achieve meaning. In 
the l2!!.!: Quartets (as in any g�eat poem) Eliot creates meaning 
by making. the novement of th&: poan aircu'.3..a.r.- He a��slles 
this by interweaving an alnost agonizing number of images. 
"Burnt Norton" 1is a profusion of echoes and inflections. 
E1iot, the symphonist, is a,t work making a poem grand enough 
to reflect the complexity of the. universe-. I think it,indis­
putable that thi s . poem is one of the richest poems ever 
ereated • •  If the multiplicity seems overwhelminq, it reveals, 
· at times, Eliot's success in realizing a nonumental goal. 
One catches a gl impse of this success by traci ng a theme or 
image through the poem. I am assuming that any one theme, 
.the theme of the unheard music for instance, is typieai of 
the richness and co mplexity of. the many themes .of the work. 
One can "see" the unheard music as it relates to the heard 
DRlsic of the thrush in the first section of "Burnt Norton . "  
It recurs and expands in "East Coker" and near the end of 
_3 ... 
• 
"The Dry Salvages." Finally, the· music is enacted in "Little. 
Gidding." Its meaning by then is both incremental and recip-. 
rocal1 that is, it becomes richer as one understands it• 
intrinsic significance better and also as one unders.tand• its 
relationship to the significance of other themes.·.· So the 
poem's complexity is multiplied. 
With some small sense of the· intricacy of the individual 
images and themes and Qf the relation between and among themes 
and images in the whole of the Four Quartets, I am ready to 
show how the "ekphrasis" of. the. poem provides the setting for 
an image of man from which Eliot has pared all but; an 
essential attitude of mortality. He does this paring in t·he 
ironic. atmosphere which x·men�ioned .. Man1is-. in a sense, 
the Four Quartets. Like the poem, he· is trapped in a specific 
temporality. Eliot., the poet-man, is trying to liberatf! 
simultaneously both. his poem and himself from time. He 
accomplishes this, I would argue, by making both the poem and 
the poem's image of man timeless. 
Man is constantly being placed in. the present in "Burnt 
Norton." Eliot is cal.ling in question the common metaphor of . 
time in order to make himself and his fellow men free, abso­
lutely free. "Human kind/ Cannot bear very much reality," 3 
· 
. says the thrush (or is it t:he poetic voice?), implying· early 
in the poem that reality is a cross which each man. bears to 
a common Golgotha. Reality here is not merely what is agreed 
upon as reality, but a state of peril. In the midst of this 
menace man builds his worlds 
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The darice along the artery 
The circulation of the lymph 
Are figured in the drift of stars 
'lbe novement of the blood, i:he organization of the lymph 
system and the circtJ.latory syst·em are analogous to· the JID'Ve­
ments of the external universe. In this very important sense1 
man is the stillpoint of his own turning world. The individual 
is the center of both a personal and an impersonal universe. 
Man is the present, the point at which "past and future are 
gathered." 
There. · Eliot has begun to extricate man from his own 
complex creation, time. Without. man there is no dance in 
time. He engenders time and the timeless so that there can 
be a da'rlee,. novement for its own ·sake, the kind of dance that· 
Helen performs in w. B. Yeats• "Long�Leqged Fly"* 
She thinks, part woman, three parts a child, 
That nobody looksJ her feet 
Practice a tinker shuffle 
Picked up on a street. 4 
The point of her dance is µnself-consciousness. ·The object 
of the dance, like the poem, is to be·· effortless through 
sublime effort. Man, Eliot is saying, has instituted tem­
porality in order to escape from it. This escape is partly 
accomplished in art. The image of the stillpoint expands to 
include both man and his art. With this expansion the poet 
finds himself encountering his own creation, which has at­
tained a life of its own. ·The stillpoint, or the ekphrastic 
in the poem, is the image of inan out of time, living only in ·' 
the present noment. This mirroring of man in the unity of 
the poem_ is central to El
iot• s concept. of man in action, if .", -,<•��'7" 
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for· no other reason than that he will repudiate the notion 
Qf man as stillpoirit at the end of "'nle Dry Salvages."5 
If the dichotomy between time and the timeless seems. 
too simple, Eliot. has proleptieally provided. more. a:>mp.lexityt 
Here is a place of disaffection 
Time before and time after 
In a dim lights neither daylight 
Investing form with lucid stillness 
Turning shadow into transient beauty 
With slow rotation suggesting permanence 
Nor darkness to purify the soul 
Emptying the sensual with deprivation 
Cleansing affection from the temporal. 
Eliot is preparing for the icon of the Chinese jar. So that 
the jar will be accepted in the proper spirit, he confirms 
that vision of art 1(,hich Wallace Stevens proposed in his 
"Anecdote of the Jar," that the a'.rtifact is not a replacement 
for God or for Nature, but an experience equivalent in 
complexity to both God and Nature. As Steven·s says of his 
jar a 
It took dominion everywhere. 
The jar was gray and bare. 
It did not give of bird o·r bush, 6 
Like nothing else in Tennessee. 
To prevent the roundness of the jar from taking abSQlute 
· dominion, Eliot, like Stevens, builds a flaw into the arti­
fact. Now art can be no nore than an experience which man 
meets �s he meets other experiences. Man will still be the 
center of attention despite the autononous and autotelic 
nature of art. 
It is with this idea of the importance of man as the 
incarnation of the poem in mind that I read the last section 
of "Burnt Norton" a 
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Words nove, music novas 
Only in time; but that which is only living 
Can only die. 
Words in the poem move in temporal progression, but. the 
novement of the poem itself cannot be temporal &lone. The. 
linea11ents of temporality canno:t acmunt for the c�:rcutarit.y,. 
the unity, of the poem. What the speaker of the Quartets 
says of himself in "East Coker"--."In my end is my beginning" 
(EC V, p. 129)--is here equally true of the poem and.of the 
man. And the poet e.loquently includes ·llNlrt in hi.s:�prologue 
to the Chinese jar. His assumption .ia,that man can do more 
than "only" live, and that, therefore, he does not mert:J.J.:Y 
die (as an animal dies). Man C-'1 diewithagony,:, with tragedy, 
if that is any consolation. 
The syntax draws a deft comparison between the life of 
the poem and the life of mans mati also noves only in time, 
because time is his measure of moveaent. But.he also noves 
outside of time, because the concept of nortality includes 
the. possibility of immortality • .  The idea that "Words nove, 
·.music novea/ Only in tim�" is not an explicit co1111ltent. on man, ,. 
but it stands opposed .to an idea that is definitely about· 
man. Bliot makes the concept of man inseparable from the 
concept ot·man•s poetic utterances. Throughout· the rest of 
this section the tension of the worde: is· dependent on this 
·implicit analogy bet.ween man and the Chin•• jar. Although: 
man cannot beoome the jar., nor the jar live in the ltay'h'a J1tan 
lives, the t.vo are here joined. as. by furth•r analogy, any 
reader is joined with a poem which he is experiEm.cing. ·xn 
_,_ 
the reciprocal experience of the poem man gives his sense ot 
mortality to ,the poem , vnile the poemqives its stillnea•·te, 
man. 
Immediately, Eliot introduces his equivalent to 
Wordsworth's cuckoo, 'l(eats• urn, and Stevens• jar, as Kr·ieger 
demonstrates. But it is more· than a simple introduction of 
the Chinese jar. A duplicity, the duplicity of the still 
movement of poetry, is implicit in its 
Not the stillness of the violin, while the note 
lasts, 
Not that on-ly, but the co .. existence. 
In order to explain the duplicity of co-existence, I want to 
make use o.f a stanza from another of Stevens• poems, ''Thirteen 
ways o'f Looking at a Blackbird." In that poem the speaker 
notes a duplicity similar to that of ·"Burnt Norton" a 
I do not know which to prefer, 
The beauty of inflections 
Or the beauty of innuendoes, 
The blackbird whistling 
Or just after. 
Words, as sounds, are closely related to music. It is the 
spoken phrasing, rhythm, and accent of votdsvhich.still most 
cl.early distinguish one poet from another. But sound alone, 
according to both Eliot and Stevens, cannot make words "reach/ 
the stillness." It is the fornt·or. pattern of wo:rds which 
... 
creates, in' Stevens• words, "innuendoes." In other terms, it' 
is the plasticity, or spat:ial form, which allows poetry, li�e 
the Chinese jar, to achieve meaninq. So, the st.ill movement 
of poetry incorporates the complex relatiohship between poetry 
as spoken word and poetry as printed word. While the word 
' • ·· � ·  �-- - · ·  �--· �. 
·- . . .. �· . ...  
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articulated by a man•s voice in time dissipates into the 
stillness, the word articulated in a. man's. ilNMJj.natiqn c.on­
tinues to echo of its own accord. In th.is way also, the wo:rds 
are able to achieve a pattern, because they a.re no. longer 
limited, as they were in oral poetry, to time. The suggestion, 
to this point of "Burnt Norton," is that the pattern of words 
is "heard" by a man's imaginative ear. However, the reader 
in whom this intuitive ear is functioning as he perceives 
the poem is always forced to.deal with the paem•s dealing 
with time. · As the poem approaches stillness, that is, as the 
reader approaches his nost perfect hearing of the poem, there 
is a reciprocal release from time. At those ·infrequent mo­
ments of total clarity of perception, the poem lives within 
the reader as still movement, and.the reader is released from 
time in his own intensely personal experience of the po,em. 
Those unique moments, in which the reader's perception is the 
same as that of the poet� serve to emphasize the poles of 
time and the ti.,meless. In the complete: �erience of a poem 
man realizes most painfully that his glimpse of the t�melesa 
is available only within the complex struct.ure of time. I 
think that here, as always, Eliot is moving towards the 
reconciliation of opposites. The f.9.!:!.£ Quartets (any suc­
cessful poem) is expressly designed so an individual man can 
simultaneously experience himself in an out of time, in body 
and in spirit, in himself and in what is not himself. The 
final reSU:lt,is to yoke the wilderness and the jar, to use 
Stevens• language. One must move into the remainder of the -
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Quartets with the notion that the wilderness and the jar are 
the, extremities of a unified and homo.geneou.s, h� uP-•rien�"' 
rather than 1111tua11y exclusive phenomena. 
The burden placed· on the poet, ac£'0rdin9 to ·E1iot, ,:ia 
to make words in poetry "stay still." But the'poet.-man is 
liable to solipsism and self-pity. Imprecise uses of the 
languaqe (scolding, mocking, chattering) assail the words of 
the poet.· Proponents of these other uses of language attack 
the effort of the poet, just as his own humanity makes him 
unsure of himself. Eliot reveals that his experience as a 
poet bas been that of the "disconsolate chimera," of a man 
ereating mean.ing in the face of meaninglessness. However, 
hinging. on this image is another a4nl)·ivalent. sta�·ement, vhich 
begins as a statement on poetry and Dlves into a statement 
on man. Again, as at the beginning of section V • t he speaker 
makes man and poetry inseparable. Both. poetry, as still 
DDVement, and man, in desiring and loving, are caught in the 
f0:rm of limitation "beeween unbeing and being." Eliot. affirms 
that the antithesis which man has established for himself in 
temporality (now extended into metaphysics) actually produces 
and sustains meaning. Midway between the extremities of Love 
and man loving, Desire, and man desiring, is the place at 
which Love and Desire are embodied in man. Likewise, poetry, 
between the extremes of sound and silent pattern.· becomes 
both sound dissipating and pattern pervading the silence. 
Continuing the implied relationship between man and poem, 
midway between the extremities of man and poem is the inear-
- 10-
nation of meaning through the poem in man. At ju1;1t this 
D>numt in "Burnt Norton" El,iot forces hilf•Way �k �.nto oi:re1:a. 
conscious reading to remind him that the relat.ixmah:ip c.d'· ,poem, 
t.o man is not in anyway abstract, that in fact one· is par• 
tdcipating in it at this very lllOntl!l'lt in this very poeDJ. 
As the recognition of poem made incarnate sinks· into the· 
imagination, as the poem approaches the reconciliation of 
extremes, Eliot. returns to the image of the rose-garden. Like 
Stevens in a similar situation1 he illuminates the multipli;.. . 
city of the human.condition in a bright, har$h light.. Wita 
the piercing "shaft of sunlight," t.he thrush which had>·been 
protecting us from reality is gone. The ·�hid den laughter" of 
the dhiJ.dren, ilnplying• inn<feence. and uns&lf•co1urciou.anaa•• is. 
allowed to rise from the foliage. The complex nature of man 
confronts a new reality. The extremes of innocence and •­
turity are coupled in the real.ization of the lll>vement of time, 
time Which has now been tacit1y accepted by the speaker of 
the< poem. The earlier dictum•· "only through time time. is 
conquered," is·.· beginning to be enacted. 
II 
Now, in "East Coker," it is appropriate fo.r the poetic 
enactment of the reconciliation of the extremes of time and 
the timeless to begin. The second quartet begins with an 
extended but subtle pastiche of Ecclesiastes Ja 1-3, combined 
- 11-
with an anachronistic description of a midsummer night's 
f .. tdval. The festival, celebrating "the as�i.ation of, man 
and woman,.. is set in the open where the'-. sun shone- briqhtly 
only hours before, rather than in the shaded lane where the 
poet walked among the random beams of light. The theme of 
"East Coker," "In my beginning is my end, .. articulated' at the 
beginning of each of the first two stanzas, is expanded from 
the abstract in the pristine ritual of fertility. The 
·dancers are an aspect of the unheard music. Here ·-�he music 
' 
is played on "the weak pipe and the little drums" it is 
beginning to be heard. It will recur in "The Dry Salvages" 
after a fUrther metamorphosis. But for the moment, the 
speaker is converned with his· unsel.f•conscious antec:edents. 
The poem pauses to investigate the implications of the key 
phrase of "Burnt Norton, " "Only through tiine t.ime is con-
quered,. (BN II, p. 120). To know time, the speaker is · 
obliged to return to the auroras .of human awareness. In 
these primitive marriage rites Eliot discovers man with his 
roots in Mother Earths "Earth f'eet, loam feet . "  In the 
scene, he fee1-s a lost a�in to the l.oss described by- Gerard 
Manley Hopkins in the poem "God's Grandeur"• 
Generations have trod, have trod1 
· And all is sea.r.ed with trade; ·bleared, 
smeared with toilJ 
And wears man's smudge and shares man's 
smell• the soil . 7 
Is bare now, nor can foot feel, being shod. 
Eliot senses a reciprocal loss in man's temporal progress. 
As man.becomes more self-conscious he makes less of hi$ vital 
relationship to the earth.0,At the.same.time, he arra�ges the 
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earth more and nore to resemble his own consciousness. The 
poem points to another pair of antinomiee , �·r'1:.h and:�'.' 
which need to be restored to their original unity. JU iot• s 
goal is a reclamation of man• s innocent conjuncifion 1'ith' 
nature within the structure of his mature self-consciousn�ss. 
He rec:ognizes an essential paradox in the antique &eetil'lgs 
that the "coupling of man and woman .. was once the same as 
" that of beasts." Time was barren of meaning because man waa 
·bc!rren of selfhood. It was ilftpOssible then for people tovhave 
••rhythm in the dancing/ As in their living ·in the living 
seasons. " Time then was a. natural cycle of genera·tion · and · 
decay. Eliot sets himself' the, task of regaiHing man• s "eart.h 
feet" without returning to a state o'E· mere animality. At 
last, he identifies his ovn beginning with the dawn o f con­
sciousness and before• "I am here/ Or t here , or el sew·here. 
In my beginning. " 
The next step in·the reformulation of-hiBtory is to 
present a poem in the poem, &imulating •the deception of the 
thrush," the Romantic deification of nature. As the thrush 
said earlier, �uman kind/ cannot bear very much reality" 
(BN I, p. 118). Until now, that is. The poet sees clearly 
that Romantic poetry ignored its ovn way of seeing the world, . 
ignored the idea that it was only a way of seeing it. The 
Romant ics and the Neo-classicals had all practiced this same 
deception. The knowledge of the past is inadequate to the 
strain of facing certain deathJ this knowledge must be a 
pattern reformed at every instant, a "lifetime burning in 
-13-
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every moment" (EC V, p. 129). The central question o f "East 
Coker" nov becomes, is all that knowledge cit t}Wj! past, tbat 
poetry of the past, simply a "'recei:pt for c1ecei:t"'? Es the 
w,restle with words "intolerable"? At: this impaese the poem 
seems to stop itself in a syntact ical and logical roadblocks 
"We are only undeceived/ Of that which, deeeivinq, could no 
longer harm." The speaker has reached a sort of anticlimax. 
Dispelling the comforta ble deception·s Of the, past has only 
forced him into a position in which the truth is that which 
does not harm. The deceptions, once disavowed, cannot be 
reclaimed. Some comfort may be derived, the poet thinks, from 
hearing of the fears of the old vise men, from hearing that 
they too had been undeceived. The "wisdom o� humility•• seems 
a rather weak dogma outside this immediate context, but the 
derivation of the word can be brought to good use here. Hu.;. 
mi1ity comes into English, indireetly, from t.he Latin wortt 
humus, for earth. Like the houses and their history, like 
' 
the dancers, the speaker realizes that he comes from the earth 
and is bound to return to it. Nevertheless, he too is· a 
dancer , choreoqraphinq his new dance by dispelling the old 
deceptions. Having failed to pierce through these deceptions 
. to a deceptionless world, he must now settle for a world which 
incorporates the idea of the deceptionless into its new de-
. ception a 
" l; Whisper of running streams, and winter lightning . 
The wild thyme unseen and the wild strawberry, 
The laughter in the garden, echoed ecstasy 
Not lost, but requiring, pointing to the agony 
Of death and birth. 
- 14-
Already there is an indication of the change which -occurs in 
the catch phrase of "East Coker." Death now prec:etd'es birth 
in the temporal novement of the poem. Death cannot. precede 
birth, in the temporal novement of a man•s 1-ife, but it can 
in the poem. As the man reads the poem, his temporality.is 
rearranged by that of the poem. In his conseiouaness, death 
can now precede--and supersede--birth. Eliot prepares for 
the end of ''East Coker,," when he will rearranqe .. this. temporal 
progression nore permanently. 
If "Burnt Norton" is the naanifesto of change,, "East 
Coker" is the genesis of that change. In the latter part of 
the third section,, the speaker utters his nev; � a  "So the 
daTkness shall be the light, and the stillness tht! dancing." 
Immediately, the poet shows an Oriental propensity for in­
cluding opposites in a single statepaent. Life is a proeess 
of opposition, as this section detm:>nstrat'.E!S. Directly, the 
image proceeds into that of the world�as hospital, to Which 
all men are admitted with a terminal disea-.e,, life. This 
hospital, "endowed by the ruined millionaire,,•� brings' te· mind 
. Stevens• phrase, "We live in an. o-1.4 chaos, of the sun·. "8 The 
analogy between the·rest of "East Coker" and "Sunday Horning" 
bears out well. I think. ·s1iot noves from the clinical 
· directly into the religious metaphor. Perhaps it is indica­
tive o·f the difference between the· two poet& that.: for the 
purposes of metaphor Eliot chose Good Friday, while Stevens 
chose Easter Sunday. Eliot. brings into his poem an acceptance 
of man fixed in flesh and blood. There can be no transcen-
-15-
. 'I 
I dance in the. r•l;1ty. of,._ fie.h,· ·� •.••• 11R•�tant1,a a& •anything ,al- Which. iad.n'VD!;..,..:i • .U. .,tblo, "ac:h- of �era-,, � 
tion.�· .� .. spite of' -.:�dhe ap�,aaya� •ve cal;� :;l:hia · .1 
J Friday good.:." : Man  ·ntllttJaOV.: .cheoae to .�J...1. ,J;11• amrtal·1t;y,."good 
As Kie�� · of;.t.ChJ:'inion ·8'1Etenng-�»".the •rk·,Ofrit 
is·that.;.·it.1iawlantaq.,:•9·ru�I:. will. '"'trr.�to 'shovt.througb· .. �.�·•t:. 
· �· nett twa'°S�iena7·, how· E1io�:tdeve.laptl .this pp_eti:er�ec:easit;y 
I b}t:>• insisting ·\ttta�, '1mlt· ... �anJ.y: .. choice.t•n..; h&a··is 1the ,choicei :�, . . 
·recognia•·'i.n hi•·�ovn 11mrta'1.it.y ·.tlhe -..ape of his aalYaticm. 
· 1 The ·. salvationi.- •iit fol:l.OV..�·:cloe• ·.� ttr�. batd.• .� aai-,. J 
. I vation in.":t.he·f:laah.:.·fo.1rtthe:clui1ration:,of tha:fl•Bll•:·z"�· '" · .·�· · 
· 
11 - in thtt flallh,.,-U. �·rejecta ,lfOrda .• becauae they 111 fail to give ;him immortality. ·.1He :.faaire.'-.t.}la.t;. .t.he pOet.ic act. 
I . 
· ' ! might merely be his visa �to /be ·�4iatrac:ted :frQ• ;,distraction I by. <lilltractian• (BN ;u:z, ;;: p •• "120 J.., · -i:l;i.ty (c>J«:f!S hiia to"' ,! 
lj �ealiz• tllat the standards of .art .. ha.ve,·aJ.readys,beS.n set: .. by 
� . ' 
ll men Who have·c:onquerad·'�bat there ia �o,·QOnquer.'!·,•,The 0111y· 1 
l· . 
. I ll vay"·out :.of-�a. >a11icidal;.dilemma i•�-thtes< :.�.there · . .J..s o..iy the,�'"' 1. 
l! I . 
. 
jl teying.il' :[:·only aa man•:-placea hiuel.� ·io a,contin'-ing .:•. tat• rOf'
I N . , !l choice doee:he fulfi11 hi• h\1111Ulity •. �;,.�Man .. 11-nd:-.poetcry .. Dec:Qa Ji 
j: analoqoua.agatn. The :indiv�du.a1 .man1i.-.ma .. to co.-plicat�.�iaj l 
\l pa't.tern :� that not o�ly his life buththe existence and . . I! 
!: meaning: of' his race are in the balance of. every instant •.. The !J 
c u 
poem. as vell11 calla f'orth not only its entirety (its com- 11 " 
•• plexity. its various readings by ·various individuals). but11 
H 
Ii jl ji 
if it is tru1y a poem • .  it also changes the meaning of the 11 
entire body of literature in itself. 
-.. ... ___ -============
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)l The corollary of the !l tt 
i; 
F 
,, 
infinite and constant repetition and reformulation is that 
each man must live in the "here and now," il lowing the "here 
and now" to "cease to matter" as he lives it. "We 1111s·t be 
still and still' aovinq," Eliot says, exactly like the poem. 
Nov, the speaker is thoroughly prepared to disavow the initial 
statement of "Bast Coker" and to replace it with a statement 
very much like one in "Sunday Horning." "In my end is lllY' 
beginning," it seems to me, is not so very different.from 
what Stevens means vhen he says, "Death is the mther· .of 
beauty." Perhaps the change in attitude from the beginning 
to the end of the quartet10 more closely approximates ·the 
maturing of Cri spin in on of Stevens• longer poemst 
Nota I Man is the intelligence Of ,hi.'s soil-. 
Notas His sdil i� man's intelligence.11 
In al'l of the poems mentioned, as in "Ea.s.t Coker," the. poet 
assumes that the reader is self-consciously embodying the. 
·poem as he reads it. The poem is the poet• s attempt to g·ive 
man a circular tempc>rality to replace the traditional linear 
one. Ideally, it takes, man, trapped in a time· without pQ·r­
pose, and puts hint in a time· vh1icb ctefiinesi it&. own JnG>¥ement 
as a poem. This is, as I perceive · it, the goal of the !!!!£ 
Quart.eta. 
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III 
At the end of "East Coker" Eliot prefigures the lllD.V&­
ment of "The Dry Salvages;'' the actual movement into tbetime 
of the saa and the time of the river, as oppased .. to the time 
of man's chronometerst 
ThJ:Ough the dark cold and the empty desolation , 
The wave cry, the wind cry, the vast waters 
Of the petrel and the porpoise. 
In ord er for man and the poem to be simultaneously in time · 
and out of ·time, Eliot feels that he must penetrate the 
natural world and �its own scheme of time. After two entire 
quartets devo�ed to the theme of time and man·· s temporali ty, 
the speaker of the poem suddenly begins to llRlM up0n a "sttarong 
brown god." Finally he has wourtd around his circuitous path � 
to the river of Heraclites· .. vhoee words begin the. Four 
-
Qgrtets. The river here is the · sourc� of the metaphoZ' of 
' . 
time, as the sea to which it flows is the source of the met.a- . 
phor of · timelessness. Each is dependent on the other for its 
meaning. The river god and the voices of the sea· are all-
perva0siva. They are the essentia1. qualities of nature upon 
which all meaning is dependent. The images are made archaic 
and impenetrable to reproduce a primeval state of nature 
stripped of all historical and philosophical implications. 
The heaving of the waves marks an elemental time "0·ldar than 
the time of chronometers." Man's timepieces are sensationally 
dull metaphors when they are contrasted to the bell rung by 
"the unhurried ground swell." The undulating sea encompasses 
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two opposites, the impassive measure of time and the violent 
iaenace o f  oblivion. The same sea which rocks the grc;>aner: 
causes the wind that whines in the rigging. The voice of the · 
eternal ground swell is also the "distant· rote of the granite 
teeth. " Eliot expands the notion of time while keeping it 
closely tied to his image of mans 
The river is within us, the sea is all about us. 
The river, the natural phenomenon from which Heraclites 
derived his inspiration, is within man as an image of time. 
Man runs his course in a river of time, but like the river 
and like time he is never the same at one instant as he is 
at the next. The sea, which includes both "the menace and 
caress" of waves, surrounds man .  Man is, indeed, an "island 
solitude. "12 He is beset by the directional flow of the 
river to the sea and the undulating m:>Vement Of the.waves 
themselves, aspects each of the other. The river cannot flow 
down to the sea if there is no sea to receive it, nor can the· 
sea exist if there is no river to feed it. The water· imagery 
is all-inclusive in "The Dry Salvages. " Even the salt of the 
sea is "on the briar rose," and its 0fog is in the fir trees." 
At last, Eliot is able to place man in a setting which is not 
dependent on man for its meaning. The time, "not our time," 
is older than the mechanical time of chronometers or the 
e:notional time o f  sailors� wives,· for whom "time stops and 
time is never ending. " 
For Eliot, unlike Stevens, this notion of a world in 
which man finds himsel f only a part, the external world, is 
- - . -·· :::.::::;::.";':: ··,·. -- :.:-::·--:, : 
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barel y to lerable. The speaker in "The Dry Sal vages" aBks 
for the end of 
The silent withering of aut umn flowers 
Dropping their petals and remaining mtio nless .  
Stil l mo vement is not present in nature except .in the. measQ>re 
of the s ea .  When t he falling leaf reaches the gro und , it 
remains stil l .  The beginnin g o f  sect io n  II marks a low ebb 
in the poet's vitality and resilience. The metaphors have 
been reduced to t heir starkest fo r the mo ment . Eliot a �  . � ; 
proaches a vis ion of the world witho ut meaning, "the prayer 
o f  the bone on the beach." Then, w ithout ea gerness ,  he pre­
sents the al ternatives. Man, he takes fo r granted now, i s  in 
a "drifting boat with slo w  l eakage." Because "we cannot 
think o f  a time that is.oceanless , " that is, because the 
metaphor of t ime cannot be s eparat� from the wo rl d which it 
describes , the onl y way to dispel "the voicel ess wailing .. is 
to voluntarily choo se the "hardly, barely prayabl e/ Prayer 
of the one Annunciat ion." Because man cannot supersed e  the 
power of the s ea ,  the only alt ernat ive is .to choose to. live 
a l ife where the pain is painful, the movement· ful·l of· motion'1· 
"forever bailing, setting and hauling, " rather than "ma kin g  
a trip t hat will be unpa yable/ For a haul that will not bear 
examination." I t hink tha t El iot chOBses the· particular 
Nev Testament s ens e of the Annunciat ion , but I do not find 
it bothersome , since it can never be more or less than a 
metaphor. In general t erms , the Annunciation is the anno unce-
ment of God's int ention to become incarnate. Again , the idea 
of poetry is brought to the surfa ce in this image, Not onl y  
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is it important that God is to become man , but also that the 
�em, as one speaks it , is i�amate. The point o f  incar­
na�ion is drawing near, the poin� at vhich man vill be God. 
The poem is being E!Jlbodied at every rroment of its reading ,. 
The action of the poem is both intrinsic and extrinsic to it. 
Ideally ,  one is leaming to confront the reality which the 
poem presents ,  whi le the poem achieves an end in itsel f .  The 
po em may be still moving, as I said earlier ,  but man must 
find salvation in action and movement . Only in reading the 
poem does he approach sti l l  Jm)Vement himself .  
For a m:>ment , the old pget sees the pattern o f  his · 1ife 
changing . He asserts again , as he did at the end o f  "East 
Coker ,." that the experience O f  the individual man is not his 
solitary experience alone. It is "not the experience o f  one 
lif'e only/ But of many generations . "  This accretion of 
( 
previous generations is Eliot ' s  attempt to describe the inten-
sity o f  agony in the . context o f  time . Individual man , living _ 
in the present moment as he must , turns to glimpse the "prim­
itive terror" which lies beyond the "assurance o f  recorded 
history. " He experiences this primitive terror as "the bit­
ter apple . "  Only since syl1lbol ic man , Adam , ate of the apple 
has man in general begun to live in the progression of time. 
Thi s  terro r ,  then , is man outside of time in a condition o f  
primal unself-consciousne�s . Only as man creates his image 
o f  temporal novement does he realize that "Time the destroyer . 
is time the preserver . "  Man is because he is in time . Now , 
in Eliot ' s  image , man can choose to live in time ,  rather than ;. 
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being forced to live in it . As Adam bit the apple , one o f  
tbe things he c•me to know was that the ilPPle was not. h;i;,lftHli.f , 
but a part. of something- very different fJ!'Oft\' h-imself. CRris- . 
tian man has seen· it• as a bitter apple. And it becomes daily 
more bitter as he realizes what has been lost . The poetn is 
exploring the loss to know the· gain . The speaker wants to 
know i f  an why "the bite in the apple" may be truly called 
the felix culpa. During a pause in this inquiry, the image 
of les trois sauvages also becomes an image o f  time s 
And the ragged rock in the restless. waters , 
Waves wash over it , fogs conceal it ; 
On a halcyon day it is merely a monument , 
In navigable weather it is always a .seama·rk 
To lay course by 1 bu-t in the sombre season 
Or the sudden fury , it is what it always was .  
Man , the sai lor piloting the slovly leaking: boat, has found 
a seamark in the midst o f  the moving water. This rock, so 
dependent on the sea and its weather , is a monument to man 
( 
erected by man himself .  On those infrequent halcyon days·, he 
sees it as a monument . "In navigable weather" it is no more 
than a too l ,  a method of measurement . Since man is no longer 
sensitive· to the fixed measure· O·f the. sea he must make· u:se of 
his own standard " to lay a course by . "  However, in the fury 
o f  the storm, when the sea forces man • s  separation from it 
into the foreground , the rock, as time , " is what it always 
. was , " a function o f  is and was ,  a fiction . 
The speaker then continues his inquiry into the nature 
o t  time an.d man • s relation to it . Having once speculated 
that the future is a maudlin sentiment for those who will 
inherit his present , the speaker reduces supposed movement in 
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a bsol ute time to no movement at all. The o ld axiom that time 
can h eal all w ill not work fro m this po int on in the poem. 
because, if the speaker ' s  exhortat ions are heeded , man will 
no longer submit to time as physician . The wounded physician 
of "East Co ker" is now dead . The image of man in the Four 
-
Quartet s is freed from the absolute doc:tor•patient relation• 
ship with time. Man must now choose to nove in t ime , to act , 
to " fare forward, " w ith the notion that pa st and future are 
·fa,cets of the present . The traveler on earth no longer 
l eaves or arrivess he who arrives is not the same as he who 
depart ed. The action of l iving voluntarily in a time which· 
is no longer absolute commit s  the ind ividual to l iving for 
others., those who are to come . There is a temptation· to tnake 
an indivi dual life merely an offerin g  to the future. El iot 
prol eptically rej ects this t emptation s  "do not thi nk o f  the 
fruit o f  a�tion. "  Think in stea d, he says , of the phyedcal 
act o f  movin g  in a physical wo rl d. Think of· movin g  in a 
structur e  o f  time which is on ly mean ing,ful because it is 
vo luntaril y  accepted as mean ingful by· each particula r man . 
., 
I would note , fin:a·lly , that this· rejeeti:on.' Of the 
traditio nal concept of time is spoken by an extra-human , 
extra-l inguistic voice descantin g  in t he r igging. In the 
t empo.ral nDVement of the poem ,  written by a human poet ,  spoken 
by a human reader , a f ictiona l speaker posits an ethereal 
vo ice. The irony i s  severe, to say the least . The poem is 
demanding that the imagin at ive ear ( not the physical ear ,  
· which is the "murmurin g  shell" of the time o f  the sea ) accept 
.. � -- - - - · - - - ·  ·- - . 
- · '""- . .  " 
,. - ·-
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a time which moves only as an individual man devotes his 
attent ion to the physical world in the present moment em ... 
bodying the past and future . Man himself approaches •· 
meaning analogous to the · meaning o f  the poem, a meaning which 
rises in counterpoint to the meter . The sea marks ita 
regular time unfail ingly, whi le man stands within this mo.ve- · 
ment phrasing the sea in his own time . 
The sound o f  the perpetual angelus inspires in man a 
fear of his own physicality. Instead of thorouqhly inves­
tigating the "bitter apple" and the loss it represents . or 
man ' s  gain in having bitten it , some people choose to con- ' 
centrate on the manner in which Adam took his bite. These 
are the persons who busy themselves with the magic , extra­
sensory perception . drugs , psychology of the poem. " Pass­
times and drugs , " El iot calls them disparagingly .  How ap-
propriate is .. passtime , "  since the unchecked passing of time 
is the obj ect of criticism in the w.hole of the � Quartet s .  
Any activity which distracts a man from h i s  constant agony, 
as those men in the place of disaffection are distracted ( BN 
III , p .  1 20 ) ,  is an inexcusable waste of human effort . Such 
a distraction is a wealaless in the heroic sense, s ince one 
of the purposes of the poem is to force each person to recog­
n ize and realize his own personal heroism, or sainthood , as 
it is called in the poem • .  
The actual climax of the poem, for me , is now near s 
But to apprehend 
The po int o f  intersection of the . timeless 
W ith time , is an occupation for the saint--
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No occupation either, but something given 
And taken, in a lifetime's death in love. 
These words almost force one to attend to the beauty. o f  the 
poem ,  through which I have only been arduously pr,oeeed'ing . •  
N,early three ful l  quartets precede, but this. passage, is the 
culmination of all the previous images . Now Eliot is going 
to tell in so many words how to find the intersection of the 
t imeless with time. He asserts now, after much insistence 
on the voluntary nature of the agony of man in time , that in 
another sense, the sainthood of that degree of perception is 
an exclusive and predetermined sainthood . The speaker sud­
denly includes himself in an "us" who are not to be favo.red 
with such beatitude. The saint's li fetime of death in love · 
is something .given and taken, not voluntaril.y accepted. Only 
the true religious saint can· · k.now the timeless in time by 
loving God . The intersection is the very idea of God. For 
the rest of us, lacking the transcendant God of the sa int, 
there is no intersection of time with the timeless . For us 
there is only the moment in and out of time .  Each moment. we 
place ourselves in the context of time as an act of giving 
meanin� to an otherwise empty movement. 
There are various fit distractions now to be opposed to 
the unfit distractions at the beginning of section V·s 
The wild thyme unseen , or the winter lightning 
Or the waterfall, or music heard so deeply 
That it is not heard at all . 
This is the poem ' s spectrum of beauty, from the assumed beauty 
of the unseen thyme in nature, to the unusual beauty of winter 
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lightning, or the magnificent natural beauty of the water­
fal l .  As it moves from the visual to the aud itory , the end 
ot the spectrum opposite the unseen thyme: is an intema l 
music .  The unheard music represents an· extreme in Which man 
assumes that the perception · of beauty dependa entirely upon 
a qual ity , infused or innate ,  within himself ,  a quality which 
itsel f cannot be apprehended . The unseen thyme , as its op­
po site , refers to a principle of· beauty postulated o.f nature , .  
·but. likewise unknowable. Eliot • s own addit ion to these-: fit 
di stractions is to say that "you are the music while· the 
music lasts . '' Meaning exists independently o f  man , but 
it is temporally dependent upon him. This , it seems to me, 
is a much more apt prepa;rat ion for wnat fo.Uows. in the stanza . 
Among the distractions which are acceptable to Eliot , the 
condition in which man depends upon himsel f as the creator• 
dis.coverer of beauty is most ac:ceptctble .  O f  course,. the "you" 
of this central phrase ref era di reetly to the voyagers at the 
end o.f the third section , but it also addresses the reader . 
The name of the poem is , after a.1 1 ,  Fe.Qr Quart ets . These 
are q,ua rtets which are· nst play.eel \lpen' an aasolute iast�ment, 
but in
· 
the flesh of the individual ( "the tril ling wire in the 
blood" ) .  In this light the phrase becomes much more co•pli­
cated . The reader is the music of the poem as he embodies 
it during his reading ; but the poem is a mtl8ic with,,. a  d1:1ra­
tion of its own . The reader is also music in a larger sense , 
since he both engenders order and appreciates this order once 
it is created . The reader is the embodiment o f  the music of 
. - . ···-· "�'"" · - ·  
- ·  '"" �-- ,. - � ·  -
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his culture and the music o f  the poem, while they last and 
1thile he lasts . "The moment of the rose .nd th•· lllOmen·t o f  
the yew-tree ./ Are .o f  equal . duration . "  (LG. v ,  p. 144 )  
All these hints and guesses are . . tempered by the occupa� · 
' tions o f  the saint , even though t.he individual has sligh� 
hope that he will become a saint . . The l iberating notion that 
man is the music is always tempered by discipline . Freedom 
and responsibility come at one moment for the man charged 
with creating a meaningful world . For Eliot , the Incarnation 
i s  the real image o f  man . In it man is as clo se as possible 
to any intersection of the timeless with time ,  . .  the •• impos­
sible union . " In the spirit incarnate which ·is every man , . 
. "the past and future are • • •  reconciled. " 'Dhis reconeiliatdon 
has been prefigured in the "garlic and sapphires in the mud• 
image of "Burnt Norton . " . The image o f  man a,; conjunction o f  
paat and future, the l ife of the , �ace and · of an individual 
burning in every moment, is the Incamation . The act.ion ot 
which the poem speaks is only '..moved by the physical f oree of 
the world . Man performs actions in the midst of the novement 
. o f  the· sea (his race) , and in the context o f  the movemnt o f  
the river ( his l i fetime ) . He is free from both past and 
future because they exist only in him. The final .reconcilia- · 
tion o f  the poem necessitates man • s  choice of a time which he 
knows to be arti ficial ( in the full sense o f  falsity and arti­
fice ) . This is "our temporal reversion" 1 returning to the 
t ime described in past and futu.re after having perceived the 
time o f  the perpetual angelus. The sea bell continually 
'; " ·-· : , :;:·: - · :  
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sounds the prayer o f  the Annunc iation . We move from the 
Annunciation to the realization Of our Incarnation . An�' tben. 
Only then , we choose •our tempo ral reversion . •  
Because the ·end is the beginning , the temporal reve;\"Sion 
' 
occurs in the valley o f  the skadov o f  death . It nourishes' 
"the life of significant so il . "  · The s imilarit.y of this 
phrase to that of Stevens is inviting . Crispin • s  voyage ( he 
too is a Voyager ) is marked by the change of his initial dic­
tum, "Man is the intelligence of his soil , "  to the later .. his 
soil is man • s  intell igence, " to the eventual "haphazard 
denouement . "  In "The Dry Salvages" man , voluntarily choosing 
to live in t�me, nourishes a soil which is responsible for 
t:htt lite which is responsible for intelliqrtece:• This� lit"e- is 
constructed by man as analogy to the duration of the yew-tree , 
but t!.he signif icance of the so il , the paradox, is the motive 
for the analogy. Whether man endows the so i l  or the soil 
endows man with meaning is beyond th& ken o f  human percep.tion., 
which rises itself from the antinomies · of soil and life. 
IV 
"Little Gidding" begins with a long series of opposites 
centered around the image of •midwinter spring . "  In . the . 
. development o f  the poem the last quartet will be the setting 
for El iot ' s  .image of man in and out o f  t ime.  Past and future , 
beginning and end , river and sea are the three ma jor sets of : 
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ant"inomies that must be reconci led befo re the poem ends .  
Like the speaker o f ·  Yeats •  "Vacilla:tions , "  Eliot • s . spEMker 
has been runninq his course "between extremiti:es. " 1 3  At. the 
outset of the final major ·division o f  the poem the Incarnation 
ha·S · been accepted and completed ,  and the, Spirit descends in &­
sort of poet ic Pentecost . In the dead of winter a "transitory 
blossom'' appears . It is altogether a perfect bloom, one 
which neither buds no r fades . This bloom happens only in 
the l i fe o f  a man ( and perhaps only in the t ime o f  old age ) 1 
it i s  not part o f  the "scheme of generation . "  In a sense ,  
the poem i s  the transitory blossom, in the respect that itt 
does not partake of the beauty of nature. 1 4  ·The poet . has 
manag>ed , through his own wrestle with languaqe, to create a 
tempo ral and spatial movement peculiar to his own l i fetime. 
As the timeless noment occurs in the garden chilled by winter , 
the speaker turns to a quest ioning of its opposite . "Where 
is the summer, the unimaginalbe I Zero summer? " He wants to 
know why there could not have been a midsummer fall in his 
own youth . Why , he asks , did the rose garden o f  "Burnt Norton" 
not include a premon ition of winter? Why , in fact , cannot 
the summer be " sempiterna1"? 1 5  . Placing oneself in the t ime 
o f  the scheme of generation , the scheme in which the dancers 
o f  "East Coker" part icipate ,  is not possibl e .  Yet i t  is not 
possible to escape from it . The t ime of budd ing and: fadinq 
i s  a lways the same . There is nothing in it to dist ingu ish 
the individual man , and man ' s  purpose with respect to i t  is 
only a "husk o f  mean ing . "  The explanat ion o f  "the poetry 
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does not matter" ( EC II , p .  125 ) is here at hand . I f  the 
pc>em "matters" in the same way that the other motives e>f 
man ' s  l i fe matter , then it is liable to the sam• deflat>iQn. 
in wintertime . El iot ' s . man is on 'earth finally to pra�, and 
"prayer is rrore/ than an order of words . "  Prayer , then , is 
the expression o f  man ' s  faciriq death in time .  I t  i s  not an 
end , because ends have been rejected in the Four Quartets • 
Ash on an old man ' s  sleeve 
Is a ll the ash the burnt roses leave . 
It is meaning, not salvation • 
the communication 
O f  the dead is tongued with fire beyond the 
language of the living . 
The language o f  -the dead , after al l ,, is the spirit which 
descends upon modern man , who i s ,  if he is living prop_erl.y , 
the intersection of the timeless with time ,  "never and a lways . "  
Despite the efficacy o f  action , the reconcil iatioa G."On­
tinues to be described in terms o f  opposites . A formal apo­
calyptic vi sion in which the four elements take turns cllest·roy­
ing man is followed in the poem by a meeting between the 
spea1'�r and his alter ,!g2 in a scene of present destruct ion .  
The speaker ' s  opposite sel f i s  a self of extremes , "both in­
t imate and unidentifiable . "  This meeting is the culmination 
o f  the paradoxical operat.ion of the entire poem. The speaker 
is joined with the . self that he is not . The persona of the 
poem becomes a uni fied persona at last . Time becomes com­
pletely a function o f  human perception in "aftersight and 
foresight . "  At the same time that the speaker is informed o f  
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the unification of meaning in man , however , he is also in- . 
formed o f  the bitterness of thi s  unificat ion . The. "ri ght 
action" ( DS V, p. 1 36 )  which gives freedom i•· the· •vement. 
o f  the human spirit " in measure, like a, dance.c:. " Spirit . ., 
like all other words in the. poem ( in every poem ) , is a del ib­
erate choice . The image of the Holy Spirit descending in 
tongues of fire is being converted into the human spirit in-
dwell ing a · 
The dark dove with the flickering tongue 
Had passed below the horizon o f  his homing . 
The Spirit is return ing to take up residence in earth . He is 
homing to the place of his origin . The spirit o f  man , his 
inspi ration , ·al lows him to make a dance of l ife within: the 
artifice o f  time . The dance i s  movement in t ime for its own 
sake , movement which does no t participat,e in the " scheme of 
generation, "  but in the scheme of man • s invent ion . The' dOVe 
descending and the thrush are one. 
The cycle of a day ha s passed as. the dawra breaks to 
begin the f inal resolution of the � Quartets. · In the third 
section an allusion to the "three· men on the scaff'ol.d.. places· 
the Crucifixion o f  an undistingu ished Christ after the Pente-
cost in El iot • s · own scheme . The speaker explains the meaning 
o f  the Cruci fixion as symbo l ,  " a  symbo l perfected in death. " 
The mot ive for meaning in the l i fe of the ind ividual is pur i­
fied by its having been removed from the generat ive process 
o f  nature . The significant soil o f  the previous qua rtet be-
comes the " ground o f  our beseeching" in "Little G idding . " 
Mean ing is finally l imited to "midwinter spring . "  The only 
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symbol is a symbol perfected in death ( aga in referring both 
to man and to the poe111 ) 1  " In my end is my baqinninq . "  
The ponderaus mvement of the J>Oem is :i:ntEP1sified. in the 
short , lyric fourth section . The complex pt'Oblems of man.• s 
accepting an arti ficial t ime , struggling within. the SC)unct. of 
the perpetual angelus ,  are curta iled by the second appearance 
of the dOve . The inspiration o f  the spirit i s  an incandescent 
terro r ,  "the one discharge from sin and error . "  Whether the 
choice of "pyre or pyre" is hope or despai r  depends upon the 
cho ice o f  the individual . The speaker himself avers that 
Love devised the torment s 
Love is the unfamiliar Na•e 
Behind the hands that wove' 
The into lerable shirt o f  f!Iame 
Which human power canno.t remove . 
Love i s  the act ion o f  a man rea l i z ing that he is mortal . The 
I 
shirt of flame makes each man pa infully aware every instant 
that he is l iving , that he is dying . ..The t ime of death is 
every n>ment . "  ( DS I I I , p .  1 34 )  Making l ife the " cho ice o.f 
pyre or pyre•• is a difficult , but cons idered , a·rt icu.lation 
of El iot ' s  own love . It leaves man with but one opt ion in 
his personal act o f  love , the opt ion ·envisioned by Marvel in 
"To His Coy Mi st ress .. • 
Thus , though we cannot make our sun 
Stand st il l ,  yet we w i l l  make him run . 
If this seems but small conso lat ion and compensat ion for l i fe ,  
it i s  because E l iot ha s el ectt!d to work w ith in the Christ ian 
t radition . The Christ ian mythology assumes an end qu ite 
d i fferent from that of the � Qua rtet s ,  but the tension 
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between the two creates a confusion abOut the mean ing of the 
poem. The love that El iot draws is· · not Divine Love·. It is 
an essentia l metapnor , a name for the lmmtaable. 'rhe·. pOV'er- . 
of this love is that it is mo.rt.al J it occurs despite an 
impend ing death which brings no salvation . It is love because 
Eliot chooses to see death as· a ben ign end to the relat ionship 
between a man and his world . Each reader of the poem has the 
same cho ice s to declaX'e or deny the impo.rt.ance o f  his ovn 
humanity . 
The poem approaches the coda of its last period w·ith a 
pract ica l appl icat ion o f  love to the theory O f  poet ry .  "Every 
poem is an epitaph" marks , in the- reader • s· mind , the:· sut:eeaa;... 
. tu.1 d!Jnversion o f  poetry from an· entt :tn itself t.o. an· :iiJDlaO;r:tL;ll 
creat ion o f  mo rtal ity . The poem it sel f is the "complete 
consort dancing together • "  that is , 1  it is an artistic con­
struct moving in a -rarefied ti� • .  The po em is not act ion , 
since every act ion is "a step to the block" ( although re.;idinq 
the poem is an action ) .  Rather , it is a mon,wnent to a man • s  
aetiC?n·. a pattern which ts enqendered by his relat i-on· t.o- the· 
world . T ime at the close· o f  ••Little Gidding" is summed up 
l ike this s · 
The moment o f  the rose and the moment O f  the yew 
treEl 
Are o f  equal duration . 
The t ime o f  death , every moment , is the same as the moment 
o f  beauty , the moment in the rose garden . Hi sto ry , w itha l ,  
i s  composed of these moments ,  and makes them into a pattern . 
A people w ithout history is not redeemed from t ime because it 
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never comes to know t ime . For Eliot , t ime and the timeless 
are the necessary antinomi.es which must be ehosen to give 
meaning to a l i fetime . Individual cho ice is of the highest. 
importance when it has no absolute significance at all ,. when 
history is a pattern o f  timeless moments . 
The end o f  a person ' s  l ife, the end o f  the poem, the end 
o f  the symbol perfected in death is to arrive at the begin-
ning. In the Four Quartets the last stanza is closely related 
-
to the first , naturally . The circularity of the poem' s move­
ment is being affirmed . The 1 ife o f  the individual man re-
'" 
turns at last to a knowledge o f  innocence. The man cannot 
become innocent again , but he knows his lost innocence in the' 
valley of the shadow o f  death . At the end o f  an explora1ti.ion 
as · monumental as the search for the source o f  the longest 
river , the Nile , the children of "Burnt No�ton" are heard 
aga in . In a trough between two waves of the relentlessly 
moving sea , at the po int where one wave becomes another , man 
achieves a condition "of complete simpl icity . "  Havinq �aken 
himself out of time in order to see its art if iee ( and in order 
to be able to love voluntarily ) ,  he now chooses to act in 
t ime ,  realizing that it is a sacrifice o f  everything for the 
po ssibility of meaning . The redempt ion o f  the f ire and the 
beauty of the rose are one . Man l ives , .. Ou ick now , here , 
now , always-" ( BN V ,  p .  122 and LG V,  p .  145 ) ,  not in the 
Ridiculous the waste sad t ime 
Stretching before and after , ( BN )  
, but in 
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A condition of collq):lete simpl icity 
( costing .not less than everything) 
And ail shall be well and 
All manner O f  thing sha11 be well 
When theHt01'gUes o f  f�ame a.re, in-.fal'ded 
Into ;.the crowned knot of fire 
And the fire and the ro se are one. 
J I 
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FOOTNOTES 
1a. P .  Blacklnur , · "Exalllpl es of Wallace Stevens , "  in Fo rm  and 
Value- in Modern Poetry ( New · York , . 1 95 7 ) , . p. 1 86 .  - -
2Murray Krieger ,  "The Ekphrastic Principle and the St ill 
Movement o f  Po etry; or Laokoon Revisited , "  in. The Play· and 
Place o f  Criticism ( Ba ltimore , 1 967 ) .  
� ---
3T .  s .  Eliot , The Complete Poems and Pla¥s 1 909- 1 950 ( Nev 
York , 1952 ) ,  p .  1 19 .  Subsequent quotations from the poem 
are noted in the text only when they are taken from a · 
quartet other than the one undei:: discussion . To facil itate 
location o f  these quotations , I have no.ted the quartet (BN 
for "Burnt Norton , "  etc . ) , section , and page number . .  For 
'instance , this footnote is a ·reference from BN I I , p .  1 1 9 .  
4will iam · But l er Yeats ,' The Collected Poems o f  Will iam But'ler 
Yeats (Toronto , 1 956 ) ,  -P:- 32 8 .  
5cf .  p.  27 o f  this thesis . 
6wa11ace Stevens . The Collected Poems· g!· Wa ll.ace S�· 
(New York , . 1 971 ) ,p: 9 3 .  
7oerard Manley Hopkins , Th e  Poems 2£ Gerard Manley Hopkins 
(London , 196 7 ) , p. 66 . -
8ste.vens , "Sunday Homing , "  p .  66 . 
9so ren Kierkegaard , The Point o f  View: £2!:· 
.
. 
� work :!:!' an 
Author (Nev York, 1962 ) ,  p .  8 .  
lOThe placement o f  these phrases also pa intedly crefers .to the 
nature o f  the poem •  s unity, much the same ast the lines re­
peated at the beginning and. end o£ "Sir. Gawain and the 
Green Knight . "  
1 1stevens , "The Comedian as the Letter C , " p .  27 and p .  36 . 
1 2stevena', p. 70. 
1 3Yeats , p. 245 
14cf. p. 9 o f  this thesis on Stevens • "Anecdote of the Jar . " 
1 5compare this notion to the construct o f  summer in Stevens • 
"Creedences o f  Summer , "  in which the speaker postulates the 
effects o f  an eterna l summer . 
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